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Data Release: Housing makes a comeback in July 

 Housing starts surged to 1093k annualized in July from an upwardly revised (+52k) June reading. 
The pace was well above market expectations with the median forecast calling for a 965k print.  

 Permits did not disappoint rising to 1052k and surpassing expectations for a 1000k reading. 

 Single family homes increased by 50k to 656k during the month – their fastest pace this year. 
Multifamily starts surged by 98k to 437k in July – their fastest pace since January 2006.  

 All regions but for the Midwest experienced healthy increases. The South led gains with 511k 
units started (up 115k),  with the Northeast (144k, up 44k from previous month) and West (274k, 
up 43k) also pitching in. Midwest starts fell by 54k to 164k. 

Key Implications 

 This was the kind of report we've been waiting for with both starts and permits notching up 
healthy gains on the month. Better yet, the gains were spread between singles and multiples and 
relatively broad in terms of geography. 

 Multifamily construction was certainly a highlight of the report. These starts tend to be more 
volatile, but there is no question that the multifamily segment has more than fully recovered from 
the downturn. 

 Perhaps even more encouraging was the robust gain in single-family construction. This is the 
segment where the recovery has been rather muted with homebuilders facing both demand-side 
constraints (from limited wage growth and tight credit conditions for potential buyers), as well as 
supply-side constraints (from a shortage of serviceable lots). This was further complicated by a 
sharp rise in mortgage rates in mid-2013. 

 We expect continued progress in the new construction supported by a healing labor market which 
should manifest in some wage gains going forward. Further support should be had from mortgage 
rates, which while still above their QE3-related record lows over late-2012 and early-2013, have 
come down by 35bp from early-2014 levels.  
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